SEC ALDP Fellows (2008-'09 through present):

- Carmen Agouridis – MGCAFE
- Luke Bradley – Medicine
- Aaron Cramer – Engineering
- Brandi Frisby – Communications and Information Science
- DeShana Collett – Health Sciences
- Sarah Lyon – Arts & Sciences
- Carrie Oser – Arts & Sciences
- Kenneth Tyler – Education
- Lisa Tannock – Medicine
- Mike Johnson – Engineering
- Tony Hardin – Fine Arts
- Patricia Ehrkamp – Arts & Sciences
- Jennifer Bird-Pollan – Law
- Anastasia Curwood – Arts & Sciences
- Frank Romanelli – Pharmacy
- Shari Veil – Communication and Information
- Cristina Alcalde – Arts & Sciences
- Sandra Bastin – CAFÉ
- Margaret Mohr-Schroeder – Education
- Jeffrey Talbert - Pharmacy
- Ty Borders – Public Health
- Beth Garvey – Medicine
- Nicole Jenkins – Business & Economics
- John Scheib – Fine Arts
- Jeffory Clymer – Arts & Sciences
- Rebecca Dutch – Medicine
- David Puleo - Engineering
- Kimberly Anderson – Engineering
- Karen Badger – Social Work
- Katie Cardarelli – Public Health
- Andrew Hippisley – Arts & Sciences.
- Nancy Jones – Fine Arts
- Douglass Kalika – Engineering
- Susan Roberts – Arts & Sciences
- Deirdre Scaggs - Libraries
- Pat Burkhart - Nursing
- Sonja Feist-Price - Education
- Rick Honaker - Engineering
- Lynda Brown-Wright - Education
- Chris Frost - Law
- Larry Holloway - Engineering
- Beth Barnes - Communications and Information Sciences
- Michael Reid - Medicine
- Scott Kelly – Business & Economics
- Linda Alexander - Public Health
- Sharon Stewart - Health Sciences
- Ben Withers - Fine Arts
- Anna Bosch - Arts and Sciences
- Martha Peterson - Medicine
- Diane Snow - Medicine